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1. History

1. History

- March 2012: EPO proposed “IP5 Patent Information Policy” (herein “PI Policy”)

- June 2013: IP5 Offices agreed on the PI Policy at the Heads Meeting

- Oct. 2013: IP5 Offices discussed the Data Exchange List under the PI Policy at the IP5 WG2 meeting

  - Bibliographic Data, English Abstract and Publication may be disseminated in XML format

- May 2014: SIPO agreed on providing publication data in XML format

Action Plan

1. The IP5 offices may disseminate **Bibliographic data, English abstracts and Publications** (application data and grant data) from July 1, 2014.

2. With respect to information **other** than Bibliographic data, English abstracts and Publications, such data can be disseminated **if the relevant offices agree on that**.

3. The principle of selecting an **XML format** considering the intent of PI Policy and user convenience shall be used.
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